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Abstract 

Background: Decisions on adoption of technological innovation are difficult for manufacturers, especially for small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs) who have limited resources but often drive product development. Decision ana-
lytic methods have been applied to regulatory issues in the nanotechnology sector but such applications to market 
innovation are not found in the literature. Value of information (VoI) is a decision analytic method for quantifying 
the benefit of acquiring additional information to support such analyses that can be used to help in a wide range of 
manufacturing decisions.

Results: This paper develops a VoI methodology for comparative evaluation of technological alternatives and applies 
it to a real case study aimed at the selection between a coating system containing nano-TiO2 and alternative con-
ventional paints. The aim of this approach is to aid SMEs and larger industries in deciding whether to further develop 
the nano-enabled product and in evaluating to which extent investing in more research about risks and/or benefits 
would be worthwhile.

Conclusions: Results demonstrated how prioritization in information gaining can improve risk–benefit analyses and 
impact on both risk management and innovation decision making. By applying the proposed methodology, SMEs 
and larger industries might easily identify optimal data gathering and/or research strategies to formulate solid devel-
opment and risk management plans.
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Introduction
Technology innovation is often stalled due to an inabil-
ity to quantify benefits, costs and risks associated with 
new materials and products [1, 2]. Nanotechnology is one 
example where benefits may be considerable but both 
uncertain product risk during the research and devel-
opment phases as well as consumer and environmental 
risks during the use phase can be potentially large and 
very uncertain.

Traditionally, uncertainty is reduced through collec-
tion of data. While the simplest uncertainty reduction 

procedure involves dealing with the most uncertain 
aspects first to effectively obtain substantial reductions, 
this choice might not necessarily impact decisions about 
selecting the safest and most economically viable techno-
logical alternatives. A different approach should be pur-
sued which prioritizes uncertainty reductions according 
to their uncertainty reduction effects in the decisional 
process.

Value of information (VoI) analyses have been devel-
oped and used specifically to assess the influence of 
uncertainty reduction (due to acquisition of new and 
improved information) on management decisions [3, 4]. 
Similar to traditional sensitivity and uncertainty analy-
sis, VoI analyses are concerned with the influence of 
uncertain parameters and model structures on model 
outcomes, but the focus is not on performance of indi-
vidual model outputs, but rather on the change in rank-
ing of management alternatives available to decision 
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makers. Thus, some of the model parameters may be 
very uncertain, but irrelevant to the management deci-
sions, while others may have much less uncertainty but 
more relevance. VoI applications start with a primary 
decision model which is subject to further quantitative 
analysis on the impact of new information.

Applications of VoI have been growing in recent 
years in fields including medicine, environment, and 
economics [5]. Application of VoI for nanomaterial 
risk management has been proposed in Linkov et  al. 
[6] and Bates et al. [7]. The first study proposes a gen-
eral framework for VoI application for nanomateri-
als while the second study applies it for a generic case 
of selecting experiments to make a better decision on 
material classification using risk banding tools. The VoI 
approach has not been used in the context of actual 
technology selection.

This work is based on the application of a risk/ben-
efit assessment based VoI procedure applied to a real 
case study related to nano-TiO2 enriched coating Paint. 
Paint has been applied to protect building exteriors 
for centuries, but nano-enabled coatings can result in 
decreased paint volume and increased longevity and 
adds unique self-cleaning surface properties. The mech-
anisms of action include nano-TiO2 particles to decom-
pose organic materials, pollutants, solids or gases in the 
presence of water, oxygen and solar radiation. A recent 
study by Hischier [8] shows medium expected risks to 
public health and environment, mainly driven by those 
of potential inputs into the environment and to a lower 
extent by the toxicity of nano-TiO2. At the same time, 
high risks are expected for occupational health in the 
manufacturing and processing phase.

Uncertainty associated with risk estimates is very 
high, so additional information on exposure and toxic-
ity of nanomaterials may be required to enhance confi-
dence in consumers and producers of the nano-enabled 
paint. Nevertheless, the exposure and toxicity is driven 
by many uncertain parameters and pathways and the 
question of which experiments would be of most value 
in reducing such uncertainty is very important for busi-
nesses to address before committing to produce nano-
enabled paints.

To drive the decision whether to reduce uncertainty 
on risks or benefits, it has been decided to apply the 
proposed VoI methodology to results coming from the 
Licara nanoSCAN (LnS) tool specifically developed 
to this aim by TNO during the Licara EU Project (7th 
Framework Programme G. A. 315494). LnS is a mod-
ular web-based tool that developed to support SMEs 
in assessing benefits and risks associated with new or 
existing nano-enabled products [9].

Materials and methods
Licara NanoScan
The LnS tool was used in our study as the core decision 
model. This tool was developed within the FP7 LIC-
ARA project specifically for Small and Medium Enter-
prises (SMEs), who often do not have the resources and 
expertise to apply complex decision support systems 
[9]. Therefore, LnS is a user-friendly screening-level 
tool with relatively low data requirements that provides 
a semi-quantitative evaluation of the environmental, 
social and economic benefits and the ecological, occu-
pational and consumer health risks of nanomaterials in 
products from lifecycle perspective. Thanks to its appli-
cation in the Licara project case studies, it has proven 
to be a useful tool to assist SMEs in checking supplier 
risks, competing products, market opportunities or 
making an internal risk and benefit analysis.

LnS is based on a series of multiple choice ques-
tions to evaluate economic, societal and environmen-
tal benefits as well as public health, environmental, 
occupational and consumer risks (the complete list 
of questions is reported in Additional file  1: S1: Lic-
ara NanoScan questions). LnS performs weighted sum 
of relative benefits and risks of the assessed nano-
solution compared against the corresponding conven-
tional product. Benefits and risks are both composed 
by three specific categories. Benefits are subdivided in 
economic, societal and environmental (following sus-
tainability guidelines [10]) while risks are composed by 
Public health and environmental, occupational health 
and consumer health. For each category a set of multi-
ple choice questions is used to evaluate its benefit/risk 
status which is afterwards aggregated into the global 
benefit/risk. Answers are unrelated to each other so 
that neither synergic nor redundant effects are present. 
The evaluation is performed by means of weighted sum 
(default weights are set to equally distribute importance 
at each hierarchical level, users can change weights if 
deemed necessary) of values associated to each user 
choice so that the result is a normalized benefit/riskpair 
in the two-dimensional [0,  1]2 result space.

LnS is intended to be a screening first tier tool for 
SMEs, it is therefore foreseen that, in some cases, the 
user may not know the answer to specific questions. 
For this purpose, in each question, the “I don’t know” 
option is available. This lack of information introduces 
uncertainty in the result which LnS represents by 
uncertainty bars. Inputs to the presented generalized 
VoI methodology consist in random variables related to 
two categories of data, risks and benefits.
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VoI methodology
The methodology presented in this work builds on 
Bates et  al. [7]. While that previous work was focused 
on information portfolios for risk classification, the 
present methodology focuses on both risks and benefits 
in a two-act selection problem. Comparing to the previ-
ous work this novel methodology is based on risk/ben-
efit assessment and not just risk and has been applied 
to a real case study for demonstration.

We consider a technology to have various risks and 
benefits. Specifically, let r = (r1, . . . , rI ), ri ∈ [0, 1] 
denote the risk factors for a technology, and 
b =

(

b1, . . . , bJ
)

, bj ∈ [0, 1] , denote the benefit fac-
tors. We assign to each risk a weight wr

i  between 0 and 
1, and to each benefit a weight wb

j  between 0 and 1, with 
∑

i w
r
i = 1 and 

∑

j w
b
j = 1. We consider the total risk of a 

technology to be r =
∑

i w
r
i ri and the total benefit to be 

b =
∑

j w
b
j bj , and note that r ∈ [0, 1] and b ∈ [0, 1].

We shall use capital letters to denote random variables, 
and lower-case letters to denote the values they take. 
Thus, if we consider risks and benefits to be uncertain, 
φRi and φBj denote the probability density function for the 
random variables Ri and Bj associated with the risks and 
benefits, while φRi(ri) and φBj

(

bj
)

 denote the functions 
evaluated at specific values ri and bj.

We let E[X] denote the expectation (or expected 
value) of random variable X over its range X(Ω), i.e., 
∫X(Ω) xφ(X) dx . Note that E[R] =

∑

i w
r
i E[Ri] and 

E[B] =
∑

j w
b
j E

[

Bj

]

.
Associated with the technology is a decision d ∈ D 

about its treatment. For each technology, we allow a 
binary treatment about the decision—the technology is 
(ultimately) either accepted (d1) or rejected (d0), this is 
referred as a two-action problem [11].

Finally, there is a function 
L(d, r, b) : D × [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] , defining the loss 
that occurs (or equivalently, the utility gained) 
when decision d is taken about the technol-
ogy with risk r and benefit b. We calculate 
[L(d,R,B)] = ∫B(Ω) ∫R(Ω) L(d, r, b)φ(r)φ(b|R = r) drdb, 
the expected loss of a decision about the technology 
made under uncertainty over its risks and benefits.

There are various loss functions that might be used 
in this problem. (1) A classification loss function, as 
has been used in risk-regulation models. Bates et al. [7] 
mapped risk scores to two numerical ranges which we 
paraphrase as “should accept” and “should reject.” A table 
defines the loss associated with (erroneously) assigning a 
risk into a given class when, with perfect information, it 
would be classified in a different category, while the loss 
of correctly assigning a risk is, by definition, zero. This 
can be thought of as the loss for selecting given alterna-
tive under uncertainty when perfect information might 

have indicated some other alternative should be selected. 
A more refined calculation of loss involves some direct 
numerical calculation of the loss resulting from each 
option in each state. For two-action problems, (2) the lin-
ear loss function [11] is often most appropriate. If a direct 
value of the ongoing activity can be calculated, the deci-
sion maker has an option to halt the activity if that value 
is negative, thus avoiding potential loss, while there is no 
loss associated with pursuing the activity if the value is 
positive (or if the default decision is to not pursue the 
activity, then in cases where it would positive value, this 
potential value can be viewed as opportunity loss for 
selecting the ‘reject’ alternative). Finally [7] also illus-
trated the use of (3) a quadratic loss function (in a sense, 
a generalization of the classification loss function), where 
the loss associated with assuming an estimated risk score 
as opposed to the actual risk score is proportional to the 
square of the error in the estimate. Note this loss func-
tion is of a slightly different form as it essentially treats 
the estimate itself as a decision variable. In some cases, 
such loss functions are driven by the structure of the pos-
sible actions and payoffs, while in others they are coarse 
approximations of actual payoffs. Because of the nature 
of quadratic loss which represents an error rather than a 
direct value (as in the other two cases), a normalization 
step is applied which consists in dividing the quadratic 
loss by the range of its possible values, this makes quad-
ratic loss results comparable to others. We will demon-
strate value of information calculations with all three of 
these methods.

We introduce a term for the value of the technology (if 
launched), v = b − r. In case (1), L(d0, r, b) = 0 if v ≤ 0 and 
1 if v > 0, and L(d1, r, b) = 1 if v < 0 and 0 if v ≥ 0. In case 
(2) L(d0, r, b) = max (0, v), and L(d1, r, b) = max (− v, 0). 
In case (3) L(d0, r, b) = 0 if v ≤ 0 and (v* − v)2 if v > 0, 
and L(d1, r, b) = (v* − v)2 if v < 0 and 0 if v ≥ 0, where v* 
is defined as the value related to perfect information on r 
and b.1

We calculate the following E[L(d,R,B)] for 
d0 and d1. We also calculate L(d, r, b) for d0 
and d1, for each possible pair of values r, b , i.e., 
{

(r, b)|r ∈ (r1, . . . , rI ), b ∈
(

b1, . . . , bJ
)}

 . Let d*(r,  b) 
denote  argmindL(d, r, b) and d′ denote  argmindE[L(d, R, 
B)] and let L* be E[L(d*, R, B)] and L′ be E[L(d′, R, B)].

In this decision problem, the expected value of perfect 
information on b and r is equal to L′ −  L*. When it is 
possible to obtain information, it is often useful to dis-
tinguish between decisions involving the selection of the 
final action (d0 or d1 in our case) and strategies (which 

1 As the real value of v* is unknown in the proposed case study, the expected 
value of v has been used as a proxy for v*.
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specify information acquisition plans as well as the final 
action to be selected after specified information has 
been acquired). Our problem can be represented with a 
decision tree, where we associate d* with the strategy of 
selecting the initial branch which obtains information 
about r and b first, followed by a decision selecting d0 or 
d1, L* is the expected loss of this branch, i.e., expected 
value of perfect information (EVPI), while d′ represents 
the strategy of selecting the initial branch where d0 or 
d1 is selected and then information is revealed about the 
value of L, and L′ is the expected loss at this branch, i.e., 
Expected Value (EV). This can be generalized to strate-
gies which involve obtaining partial information prior to 
selecting d. In particular, we consider strategies db which 
obtains perfect information about b and no information 
about r prior to selecting d, and dr which obtains perfect 
information about r and not b prior to making the deci-
sion. The associated losses Lr and Lb represent expected 
value of imperfect information (EVII).

The distribution of L under different states of informa-
tion can be obtained in several ways, depending on the 
inputs and the needs of the problem. (1) Enumeration. If 
there are relatively few variables and relatively few possi-
ble discrete states (in the study here, the low, baseline and 
high estimates for each of the ri and bj are assumed to be 
equally probable), direct calculation of loss and probabil-
ity associated with each possible combination of states is 
straightforward. (2) With more variables and states (or 
possibly continuous states), Monte Carlo analysis can 
be used with some trade-off of computational overhead 
and fidelity. (3) With a large number of variables, analyti-
cal solutions can be obtained using a normal approxima-
tion (i.e., by central limit theorem) for the sum of random 
variables with known or calculable means and variances 
(as is often done with binomial variables, as well as other 

variables, e.g., triangular or log normal task times in pro-
ject management summing to an approximated normal 
project time).

We will demonstrate value of information calculation 
with methods 1 and 3; for the latter case, we note that 
E[v] =  E[b] −  E[r], and as all of the ri and bj are inde-
p e n d e n t , 
Var[V ] =

∑

i

(

wr
i

)2
Var[Ri]+

∑

j

(

wb
j

)2

Var
[

Bj

]

 . Once 
mean and variance of the value function are obtained 
losses for the different methods (classification, linear and 
quadratic) can be calculated by multiplying the probabil-
ity of value being in the loss area for each decision (e.g., 
P(v ≤ 0) for d1) by the loss function of the method (i.e., 1 
for classification, v for linear and (v* − v)2 for quadratic).

Case study
The presented case study is based on Hischier [8] and 
relates to the comparison of two façade coating paints 
based on titanium dioxide  (TiO2). The two paintings dif-
fer as the first contains pigment-grade  TiO2 while the 
second nano-grade  TiO2. We are facing in this case the 
two selection problems of deciding whether staying with 
the conventional non-nano product or move to the nano-
based solution. The use of nano  TiO2 has demonstrated 
to increase lifetime of the paint due to a photocatalytic 
self-cleaning effect. The characteristics of the two com-
pared alternatives are reported in Table 1.

This paper presents a Value of Information assessment 
based on results from van Harmelen et al. [9] where LnS 
was applied to several case studies including the one 
about nano-TiO2 based façade coatings presented here.

The experimental setting for our VoI assessment con-
sists in the list of LnS answers from one industrial part-
ner of the Licara project about the comparison between 
conventional and nano-based façade coatings. The full set 

Table 1 Main characteristics of examined façade coatings

The main characteristics of the two compared façade coatings are reported to check composition’s differences. Presented amounts are related to the percentage of 
weight for the different components of the paint

Nano—TiO2 Pigment—TiO2

Application field Outdoor Outdoor

Lifetime (years) 27 20

Composition [% weight]

TiO2, pigment-grade 13.58 16.58

Silicone defoamer 10.97 10.97

Styrene/acrylic copolymer 14.62 14.62

Calcium carbonate (filler) 31.75 31.75

Talcum (filler) 6.58 6.58

Further ingredients 5.20 5.20

Water 11.3 14.3
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of inputs consists in 28 answers related to Benefits and 
11 related to Risks. Each answer has an associated value 
which LnS uses to calculate overall benefit/risk value by 
weighted average. The VoI assessment was based on the 
five unknowns present in the answers, one in benefits 
and four in risks.

Results
LnS computes a weighted sum of relative benefits and 
risks (as presented in Additional file 1: S1: Licara NanoS-
can questions) of a nanotechnology application as com-
pared to the corresponding conventional product (Fig. 1 
left, LnS only plots the positive benefits area). In the pre-
sented case study, weights were kept equally distributed 
as in LnS default settings, more specific weight profiles 
can nevertheless be applied [12, 13, 14]. The presented 
case study was characterized by 5 unknowns each with 3 
possible states choices which generated  35 = 243 possible 
result points, as depicted in the bubble chart to the right 
of the LnS results space (zoomed into the region of inter-
est) as in Fig. 1.

We consider a technology to have various uncertain 
risks and benefits which are characterized by a prob-
ability density function. Associated with the technology 
is a decision about whether it is (ultimately) accepted or 
rejected, which is a two-action problem. Finally, there is a 

loss that occurs or a utility that is gained in terms of risk 
or benefit when a decision is taken about the technology.

We applied three different loss functions: classification, 
linear and quadratic. For the classification case, VoI is 
the expected reduction of the probability of technology 
being given the wrong classification, possibly weighted by 
the importance of different misclassifications; for the lin-
ear case, VoI is the expected gain in the expected multi-
criteria score of the best option; while for the quadratic 
case VoI is the expected squared difference between 
the estimated multi-criteria score and the multi-criteria 
score under perfect information.

Finally, we defined two strategies for imperfect infor-
mation gathering, or in other words two sources of 
imperfect information: Research on risks and Research on 
benefits. The two strategies are imperfect as the former 
supplies perfect information about risks but no informa-
tion about benefits while the latter supplies the opposite.

The proposed VoI assessment calculates expected Value 
of Imperfect Information by the losses associated to the 
two strategies for the classification, linear and quadratic 
loss functions (cf. Fig. 2). It is clear from the results that 
the Research on risks strategy tends to have fewer associ-
ated losses (i.e., the related probabilities’ bars are always 
on the left side of the chart relatively to the other’s), as its 
losses are always lower or equal to the Research on ben-
efits strategy.

Fig. 1 Initial data (from LnS) and uncertainties. On the left, the original LnS result space is presented. The result is depicted as a blue dot with 
uncertainty bars, the results domain is subdivided into four areas: “No-Go”, “Research on risks”, “Go” and “Research on benefits”. On the right side, the 
result area is zoomed in and a bubble chart is presented which depicts all possible results due to uncertainty. The area of each bubble represents 
its point’s probability. The three vertical “stripes” which are clearly visible in the right side are due to the fact that there is only one benefits’ unknown 
which has three possible different states while the higher number of points along each stripe derives from the integration of the four risks’ 
unknowns permutations
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More precisely, as reported in Table 2, with the clas-
sification loss function Research on risks reduces loss 
to about one third the level that to which Research on 
benefits reduces loss while under linear loss the situa-
tion is even more in favor of Research on risks. Finally, 
in the quadratic loss setting Research on risks results is 
one sixth as much loss of Research on benefits.

EV has been calculated as the loss L′ related to tak-
ing a decision prior to any information. The three loss 
functions (classification L′c , quadratic L′q and linear L′l ) 
have been applied to the two selected types of inputs 
(enumeration and normal approximation) obtaining the 
results reported in Table 2. Results related to the quad-
ratic loss function in the Normal approximation setting 
are not present as by definition error of expected value 
of v is always zero. In addition, EVPI has been calcu-
lated as the difference between L′ and L* which repre-
sents loss after gaining perfect information about both 

risks and benefits for the three loss functions L∗c , L∗q and 
L∗q as reported in Table 2.

We define an unknown’s configuration as a set of LnS 
answers where each unknown of the original case study 
setting is replaced by a given value. By examining the 
resulting probability distributions over the multicrite-
ria score associated with configurations, it is possible to 
understand which unknowns’ configurations yield the 
lowest losses for each strategy and understand if any con-
figuration is always present.

The Research on benefits strategy deals with only one 
unknown (Additional file 1: B1.1.4 in S1: Licara NanoS-
can questions) whom lowest loss configuration answer 
is “Worse” which calls for the “Reject” decision (see 
Additional file  1: Table  S1 in S2: EV calculations). The 
Research on risks strategy instead presents four unknown 
questions and seven configurations all yielding the same 
lowest loss of zero. In three cases, the “Accept” decision 

Fig. 2 Probability mass function of loss results. Probability mass function of loss results for enumeration input both for “Research on risks” in 
blue and “Research on benefits” in orange are reported for the classification, linear and quadratic loss functions. Because of the different natures 
of the quadratic loss function (i.e., error based vs value based), it is not meaningful to compare its absolute values with others, nevertheless the 
comparison is still sound in terms of comparing the patterns of the two sources of information along the different loss functions as well as relative 
comparisons inside single functions

Table 2 Expected values (i.e., losses)

Losses related to the different expected values are reported above where expected perfect value is always zero. Expected values related to the strategies Research on 
risks and Research on benefits are both significantly lower (one order of magnitude in the enumeration case) than the initial expected value without any information

Loss type Enumeration Normal approximation

Class. Quadratic Linear Class. Quadratic Linear

Expected value (L′) L′c 0.43210 L′q 0.07483 L′q 0.01057 L′q 0.42057 NA L′l 0.00000

Expected perfect value (L*) L∗c 0.00000 L∗q 0.00000 L∗q 0.00000 L∗q 0.00000 NA L∗l  0.00000

Expected value of perfect information (EVPI) 0.43210 0.07483 0.01057 0.42057 NA 0.00000

Expected value for the strategy “research on risks” (Lr) Lrc 0.03084 Lrq 0.00105 Lrq 0.00044 Lrq 0.32076 NA Lrl  0.00000

Expected value for the strategy “research on benefits” (Lb) Lbc 0.09053 Lbq 0.00686 Lbq 0.00161 Lbq 0.36242 NA Lbl  0.00000
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is selected, among those, the configuration with “Hours” 
answer for the first question (Additional file  1: R1.2.2) 
and “< 5 kg” for the other three (Additional file 1: R1.3.1, 
R1.3.3 and R1.3.4) is always present. In the other four 
cases, the “Reject” option is selected and again a con-
figuration is always present consisting in the “Months” 
answer for the first question (R1.2.2) and “> 500 kg” for 
the other three questions (Additional file 1: R1.3.1, R1.3.3 
and R1.3.4, see Table S1 in S2: EV calculations).

Finally, a factors prioritization setting-based sensi-
tivity analysis [15] has been performed across the five 
unknowns to establish which questions can most reduce 
the total variability of the technology’s valuation. The 
process demonstrated (see Additional file  1: Table  S2 
in S3. Sensitivity analysis) that the questions “Efforts 
needed to produce the product using the nanomaterial?” 
and “What is the stability (half-life) of the nanoparticles 
present in the nanomaterial under ambient environmen-
tal conditions?” (Additional file  1: B1.1.4 and R1.3.1 in 
S1: Licara NanoScan questions) are the most important 
ones.

Discussion
This paper has illustrated the use of a VoI approach by 
applying it to a real case study involving the comparative 
risk–benefit assessment a nano-enabled paint applica-
tion. This example clearly shows the value of learning in 
the process of comparing novel products to their conven-
tional counterparts to select alternatives that are opti-
mal in terms of risks, costs and benefits. The results have 
shown that the new information gained on these aspects 
can improve risk–benefit analyses, which can have a sig-
nificant impact on both risk management and innovation 
decision making. Therefore, by applying the proposed 
methodology to their actual products, both SMEs and 
larger industries can more easily identify optimal data 
gathering and/or research strategies to acquire the infor-
mation needed to formulate viable R&D and/or risk man-
agement plans.

It is clear that the assessment of which source of imper-
fect information has the highest expected value is not 
limited to nanotechnologies but is applicable to all situa-
tions where uncertainty is present and could be mitigated 
by means of external resources. Therefore, in addition 
to risk–benefit analysis, the same VoI approach can be 
applied also to other activities such as lifecycle, socioeco-
nomic, supply chain or cost-benefit analyses. In all cases, 
the VoI ensures that data acquisition is focused on creat-
ing value by affecting future decisions instead of gather-
ing information only to reduce uncertainty, which makes 
the approach very useful for managing risk mitigation 
and product portfolios.

Indeed, the VoI model proposed here suggests that 
learning should not relate to reducing the highest tech-
nological and/or risk-related uncertainties, but to provid-
ing answers to the questions that would most strongly 
influence the ranking of alternative options. This requires 
an understanding of which uncertainties are most impor-
tant for corporate R&D and risk managers, which can be 
only obtained if these stakeholders are actively engaged 
in the decision analytical process. Nevertheless, it should 
be noted that according to previous research some infor-
mation regarding criteria that are not highly weighted by 
the stakeholders can often make information relating to 
criteria that are highly valued even more important for 
improving decision confidence [7]. Even when such syn-
ergetic effects are apparently small, they demonstrate the 
value of a formal stochastic investigation of the perfor-
mance of alternatives from multiple perspectives, as intu-
ition alone is insufficient to understand the interaction 
between different uncertainties. Such an investigation 
can be performed by combining the VoI approach with 
multi-criteria decision analysis [5].

Conclusion
VoI can serve as an effective decision analytical frame-
work that cannot only direct the reduction of uncer-
tainties, but can also provide the means to measure the 
sensitivity to new information to support decision mak-
ers from SME and larger companies in setting adequate 
research agendas that aim at creating highest learn-
ing value at the lowest possible cost. In this context, the 
information obtained from the VoI analysis can be useful 
not only to select the right technological alternatives but 
also to identify adequate risk management strategies to 
obtain anticipated benefits at optimal costs. This can be 
achieved for example through exploring options for safer 
design of high-quality products by means of a VoI-driven 
Stage-Gate decision analysis.

Additional file
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